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Wednesday Fly-ins
Keep an eye on your Inbox for details of
Fly-Ins. Following a disastrous start to
the flying season, Brian is trying to
“make up for lost time” by occasionally
organising more than one in a week.

Quote of the Month

“It is possible to fly without motors,
but not without knowledge and

skill.”
— Wilbur Wright

My First Fly-UK by Trevor Jackson

Myself in my Skyranger G-CCSX had
teamed up with Ray Dance and

passenger John Dodsworth in Rays’
Eurostar, to join the Fly UK ‘Round Britain
rally’ in aid of the charity  ‘Children with
Cancer’.

The plan was to fly to Sittles farm strip
near Atherstone in Staffordshire on
Friday 17th June and rendezvous with
the rest of the Fly UK crowd. However,
following a very unsettled week of dodgy
weather, the day of departure proved to
be equally as hostile to flying. Ray had
phoned me at Chase Farm -   a couple of
miles north of Yate in South
Gloucestershire - from his base at
Eastbach, to report gusty winds and

showers from the north.  Frustratingly
when it was good for Ray and John it was
raining on me! So with delay following
delay, we decided to make a break for it
but go South instead of North.

With this new plan agreed and Ray and
John on the way, I got SX’s engine
started and the oil warmed up. As Ray
reported abeam Berkeley power station,
I got airborne and soon visually acquired
the Eurostar. Together we headed for the
Bath Gap, taking advantage of a 20 mph
tailwind instead of a similar headwind
had we pushed on north.

Our first objective was Dunkeswell and
then hopefully Bodmin Moor for an
overnight stop. However, heavy rain
showers and a later than planned
departure meant that Dunkeswell was
going to be our only achievable
destination for that day. After joining the
circuit, in probably the heaviest rain I
have ever flown in, we both landed
safely. Dunkeswell is always a relaxed
and friendly airfield. After booking in, the
Airfield Manager readily agreed that it
would be no problem repositioning the
aircraft and pitching our tents for the
night - we could discuss the
parking/camping fee in the morning. I
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got to thinking, if I have to be stuck
anywhere, then Dunkeswell would be
probably top of my list with its fuel
availability, friendly staff and great
catering facilities. Having secured the
aircraft and pitched the tents, food and
beer were next in line. Being a Friday,
fish and chips was ‘the dish of the day’
which turned out to be very good and

reasonably priced too !
Well fed and after a final nightcap, we
retired to our tents - with a steady drizzle
for company. Within five minutes and
before sleep had wrapped me in its warm
embrace, two giant extractor fans sprang
into life on the wall of the adjacent
factory… and continued at regular
intervals until the night shift had knocked
off, or I passed out from fatigue, I don’t
recall which.

Around 7 am and feeling like I had been
put through a mangle, I emerged from a
dripping tent into what promised to be an
eminently flyable day. Packing our gear
up, we prepared for an early departure
after breakfast. The restaurant staff were
very chirpy (mind you – they had slept in
a real bed) and once again provided us
with a tasty meal to set us up for the day.
On booking out we discovered that our
overnight parking and camping was
going to cost us the princely sum of
£2.50  - each! What superb people they
are at Dunkeswell !

Climbing out from Dunkeswell, we set a
course direct for Bodmin Moor with the
brief that, if the cloudbase came
dangerously low to the rising ground of

Dartmoor, we would divert south to
Exeter, follow the coast west and fly
directly to Lands End. Fortunately the
visibility was around 20 miles, so we
pressed on and landed at Bodmin after an
hour or so. Bodmin is another little gem
of an airfield. The staff offered a friendly
welcome and nice cup of tea, with fuel
upload later. As advertised, the landing
fee was waived as we were on a charity
flight, so we each donated a fiver to their
‘new control tower’ fund. With Avgas at
an eyewatering £2.50 a litre, we took on
just what we needed to get to Lands End,
plus a modest reserve ‘for the wife and
kids’. Once safely cleared from Bodmin’s
airspace, I tried several times to contact
‘Newquay International’ or RAF St
Mawgan as it was known when I was
stationed there during my RAF service.
Culdrose were also reluctant to speak to
me, so we flew on in increasingly good
weather to our ultimate destination for
the day, Lands End. On contacting Lands
End radio, we were directed to report
overhead Pendeen Lighthouse, on the
north Cornish coast. As Ray and John
were ahead of me, they got permission
from the very efficient lady controller for
a straight in approach. By the time I had
reported overhead Pendeen Lighthouse
things had become a lot busier, so with
calm efficiency the controller
choreographed several commercial
aircraft approaching from the south west
for landing while I orbited in the
overhead. This was a real delight as my
previous visit to Lands End had been
many years previously when all they had
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were grass strips for everyone to use.
This gave me an excellent opportunity to
orientate myself with the hard runway
lay out and position for a downwind join
for runway 25

As we all know, forward planning is a
great thing and Ray demonstrated this to
great effect by having overnight
accommodation arranged by an old
friend and musician called Pete, who lives
just a mile down the road from Lands End
Airport. Once again the landing fee was
waived when we mentioned that we were
participating in Fly UK but we were
invited to contribute to their charity for
local children - we were only too happy
to oblige. With bags loaded into Pete’s
car we were whisked off for a hot shower
and cold beer (and real beds!). As a
thank you for letting us invade Pete’s
home, I suggested that we take Pete out
to dinner (actually he was taking us out
‘cos he was the one with the car!).
Anyway, he recommended the Lands End
Hotel which is situated er… at Lands End.
Pete introduced us to a great local beer
called Tribute which is brewed just up the
road at St Austell. This really hit the spot
as far as I was concerned. None of your
funny chemicals in this fine brew! As I
was waiting at the bar for a refill I got
chatting to a delightful young lady who
was also waiting for service. I explained
the purpose of our tour, to which she
reached into her purse and thrust a £10
note at me saying what a great thing we
were doing. So, if you are out there

Catriona, thank you so much for such a
generous gesture.
We then found ourselves stuck at Lands
End Airport because they are closed on
Sundays ! No matter, we could use a rest
day and all we needed to recover from
the aircraft were Rays’ ipad charger and
my shaving kit as I was becoming a bit
hairy. Even if the airport was closed for
operations there was bound to be
security guys on duty whose better
nature we could appeal to. Pete had left
to attend some business in the Midlands,
so we trudged back up to the airport (in
the rain) to get our kit. To our
disappointment there was nary a soul
about. However, Ray spotted an
unlocked gate….. I was not at all happy
entering unauthorised but the problem
was solved when a 4 x 4 appeared
containing the groundsman. When we
explained our predicament he allowed us
a swift visit to retrieve our kit and he
locked the gate after us - happy days! I
then got really cheeky and asked him
which way he was heading home and, it
being in the same direction as Pete’s
place, managed to bum a ride all the way
to the local village. Stocking up on vital
supplies (plus wine) we hauled it all
aback to Pete’s place to a lavish meal.
Planning then followed for our return
flight the next morning, so we should be
long gone by the time Mrs Pete arrived
home from her Mum’s.

Feeling the need for some television
entertainment, Ray and John ended up
phoning Pete to find out how to switch on
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the tele box, quite the most challenging
problem to date!

The following morning (Monday) we
woke to find fog had replaced the

incessant rain and we were going to be
stuck for yet another day.

‘Mrs Pete’ was due back, so we had to
contact Pete to let her know that three
blokes were occupying her home. A
cunning plan was hatched to treat her
(and us) to a sumptuous meal, with wine
and washing up thrown in! It turned out
that when Pet (Petula) arrived it was a
done deal, she knew Ray very well and
we all spent a very agreeable evening
putting the world to rights over dinner.

Tuesday arrived with a significant
improvement in the weather, so it was all
systems go to get our kit together, bum
a ride from Pet up to the airport. We duly
arrived and asked if we may buy some
fuel and get going. The fire crew are
responsible for quality testing and issuing
fuel from the pump, so we took our fuel
containers to the pumps to see a good
ten gallons of Avgas being tested and
then earmarked for disposal, as once
tested, this container of fuel could not be
issued for aircraft use (boo hoo). After
topping up our tanks, we were soon
booked out and also astonished to find
our three days parking had also been
waived. What lovely people we meet !

I led out in SX and once clear of their
airspace, Lands End radio passed me to
Culdrose Radar, who shepherded us
safely out of their area of responsibility

and then passed me onto Newquay
International. Newquay were very
obliging and asked if I wanted a transit
through their overhead,  which I readily
accepted. Ray was having radio issues
behind me so didn’t hear any of this He
wisely transited around Newquay’s
airspace. We joined up as we approached
Bodmin which we were using purely as a
navigation waypoint. We then had a roller

coaster ride into worsening weather as
we approached Bridgewater.

Skirting Westonzoyland to the east, the
cloud around Bristol looked like the jaws
of hell, so we headed east toward
Melksham with emergency landing fields
of South Wraxall or even diverting to
Clench Common. Then Ray’s fuel low
level warning light illuminated so he
wisely elected to divert to Kemble for fuel
and tea. Meanwhile, I spotted a gap in
the weather which would get me through
the Bath Gap and back to Chase. I landed
a few minutes before a heavy downpour
arrived and had to sit it out in the aircraft
till it had passed through. Ray contacted
me later to say they had made it back to
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Eastbach and would get in touch to
continue around the Welsh Coast. We
could have an overnight at Llanbedr,
where we should run into some of the
other Fly UKers coming south. Well it
didn’t happen because the rest of the
week was bloody awful for flying.

And that was our Fly UK for 2016. If asked
whether I would do it again I would say
“OH YES!”, bring on Fly UK 2017.

Trev Jackson - Skyranger G-CCSX
Ray Dance and John Dodsworth
Eurostar G-CFTI

Safety
Some items from the latest GASCO
Safety Bulletin
Grant available for 8.33kHz Radios

The CAA has announced that EU funds
are likely to be made available for GA

pilots and owners to move to 8.33kHz
radios as is currently required by
December 2017. There are unofficial
estimates that the grant could be in the
region of £200 per installation.

Mandatory emergency directive for
Eurostar aircraft

CAA 2016-007-E requires the inspection
before further flight in some cases, of

the rear fuselage bulkhead for cracking.

CAA requirements for check flights

Safety notice SN-2016/006 details this
CAA policy regarding the requirements

for check flights for UK registered aircraft.
In summary these requirements are
considerably less than they used to be so
that owners and others responsible for
managing maintenance must now judge
for themselves whether to require check
flights. Many owners take the view that at
least one check flight a year is desirable
not only to investigate all functions
throughout the permitted envelopes but
also to monitor performance. For example,
an increase in the time taken to climb
through a given height band, adjusted for
ambient conditions, may give a useful

warning of a significant power reduction
which should be investigated before
matters get worse. The LAA publishes
guidance for test flights of permit
aircraft.
Self declaration for some medicals

The CAA recently made an
announcement “changes to private

medical requirements” which will lead to
private pilot with national licences being
able to self declare their medical fitness
rather than having to go to a GP or
specialist aviation doctor. All the current
arrangements continue to apply but the
authority expects to be able to offer this
option from late summer 2016

Fly-in Reports

Photos only as no reports received

Woolastone Grange Farm
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